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MAUDEMAUDE

MAUDE Information Available to MAUDE Information Available to 
the Publicthe Public
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DatabasesDatabases

Two databases are available for searchingTwo databases are available for searching
MAUDEMAUDE

All recent and future reports found here.All recent and future reports found here.
Website and downloadable files can be searched.Website and downloadable files can be searched.
The examples shown later use MAUDE.The examples shown later use MAUDE.

MDRMDR
Old reports found here.Old reports found here.
Only the website search is available.Only the website search is available.
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What You GetWhat You Get

MAUDE:MAUDE:
Manufacturer InformationManufacturer Information
Adverse Event InformationAdverse Event Information
Device InformationDevice Information
Patient OutcomePatient Outcome

MDR:MDR:
Minimal event informationMinimal event information
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MAUDEMAUDE
MAUDE MAUDE -- Manufacturer and User Facility Device Manufacturer and User Facility Device 
ExperienceExperience
Reports of adverse events involving medical devices. Reports of adverse events involving medical devices. 

Voluntary reports since June 1993, Voluntary reports since June 1993, 
User facility reports since 1991User facility reports since 1991
Distributor reports since 1993Distributor reports since 1993
Manufacturer reports since August 1996. Manufacturer reports since August 1996. 
May not include reports made according to exemptions, May not include reports made according to exemptions, 
variances, or alternative reporting requirements.variances, or alternative reporting requirements.

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAhttp://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMA
UDE/TextSearch.cfmUDE/TextSearch.cfm

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfm
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfm
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MAUDEMAUDE

Website SearchWebsite Search
Simple: Word/phrase/yearSimple: Word/phrase/year
Advanced: More optionsAdvanced: More options
Searches based on what the report contains.Searches based on what the report contains.
Good for the public at large.Good for the public at large.

Downloadable FilesDownloadable Files
Zipped pipe delimited files with no headers.Zipped pipe delimited files with no headers.
Table descriptions on website.Table descriptions on website.
Tables linked by an event, report, and device event Tables linked by an event, report, and device event 
key.key.
Good for researchers and public health officials.Good for researchers and public health officials.
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MDRMDR

MDR MDR -- Medical Device Reporting Medical Device Reporting 
Search for incidents that were received by Search for incidents that were received by 
FDA from 1984 to before July 31, 1996FDA from 1984 to before July 31, 1996
Website Search OnlyWebsite Search Only

Simple: Word/phrase and yearSimple: Word/phrase and year
Advanced: More optionsAdvanced: More options
Searches based on what the report contains.Searches based on what the report contains.

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrhttp://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdr
h/cfdocs/cfMDR/Search.cfmh/cfdocs/cfMDR/Search.cfm

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMDR/Search.cfm
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMDR/Search.cfm
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What You SeeWhat You See

Information From ReporterInformation From Reporter
Submitted by reporter.Submitted by reporter.
Value Showing No Information (MAUDE only)Value Showing No Information (MAUDE only)

ASKU ASKU –– asked but unknownasked but unknown
NI NI –– no information; answer could be available, but no no information; answer could be available, but no 
information was providedinformation was provided
NA NA –– not applicable; this question does not apply to the not applicable; this question does not apply to the 
situationsituation
Adding these values are more descriptive than leaving the Adding these values are more descriptive than leaving the 
data blank.data blank.

Shown if information is releasable Shown if information is releasable –– meaning personal meaning personal 
information described in the event has been redacted.information described in the event has been redacted.
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LimitationsLimitations

Only redacted text in the database.Only redacted text in the database.
So not yet redacted text in reports will not be So not yet redacted text in reports will not be 
present.present.

MAUDE Updated once a month (usually on MAUDE Updated once a month (usually on 
the 6the 6thth).).
May be more than one report for an May be more than one report for an 
event.event.
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Examples In Examples In 
MAUDEMAUDE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the main search page for adverse events and product problems that were received on or before July 31, 1996. It’s quite simple in that you enter a search term and click “Search”. The search looks at all text in the report, from event description to model numbers. You have the option to use the advance search as well that allows you to better specify your search.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advance search lets you zero in on specific information rather than searching for text in the entire report, like a specific manufacturer, product code, or date range.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the main search page for adverse events and product problems that were received after July 31, 1996. It’s quite simple in that you enter a search term and a particular year (or years) and click “Search”. The search looks at all text in the report, from event description to model numbers. You have the option to use the advance search as well that allows you to better specify your search.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advance search lets you zero in on specific information rather than searching for text in the entire report, like a specific product problem, 510(k) number, or date range. Currently the product problem search uses the old method of defining problem codes. The website will be eventually be updated to use the new hierarchal method of defining product problems.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When using the text search there’s something important to know. It’s not like Google or Bing. It won’t guess at what it thinks you are looking for so you have to know what you are looking for. Luckily though, the text search is not case sensitive. In this example, I’ve searched for a firm using the name circled in the box. But let’s look at what happens if I search using a slightly different name.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see that when I search for the name with a letter missing from the end, the website search does pick up the name of the manufacturer I am trying to find put also shows any other record that might have this term or phrase. In the example here, first two events were returned because in the manufacturer contact information, the contact’s first name is NICHOLas (the name having the letters I searched for).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see that with the addition of a single letter no results are returned. If you try searching for text, for example a firm or product name, and are returning no results, you should make sure you are entering the correct text as it would appear in MAUDE. You can find that information be looking for the name of the manufacturer as it is written in the Registration and Listing database, search the product code the product name would be under to find how the product is written, or even searching for the registration number of the firm in the text field (the registration number usually being the fist part of the report’s report number.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After finding the right search terms or doing a general search, you will return a number of results indicating each report of an adverse event or product problem that matches your search criteria. Each report returned will be in a list displaying the manufacturer, brand name, and the date the report was received by FDA. When viewing the search results from the Medical Device Reporting search (reports received on or before July 31, 1996) these results will have a gray background. Clicking link that is on the brand name will lead you to the report details. As you can see on the right, these reports can hold a lot of information, so let’s take a closer look.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the top of the report. The top section has some key information about the report, such as the manufacture narrative and event description. As I mentioned earlier, due to the redaction process a report might not have this text when it first appears on the website but might have it added later when the text is redacted. I’ll also point out that below the main block of information for this report are two links, one to do a new search (which brings you to the advanced search screen) and another to submit an adverse event report. The “Submit an Adverse Event Report” is important to note because that link brings you to an online form where you, the public, can submit information on an adverse event or product problem to FDA.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the middle of the report with some more information regarding the device reported on and the manufacturer. There are also 3 numbers here: Device Event Key, MDR Report Key, and Event Key. These keys are the numbers used to identify the specific device that was involved in a particular adverse event of product problem, the report, and the entire event. These numbers aren’t very useful in giving information on the adverse event of product problem but they are useful in identifying how the reports and the events describe link together. This linkage is best used when using the downloadable files (which we’ll talk about later).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom portion of the report continues to give information regarding the device reported on as well as any treatment the patient was undergoing at the time of the event.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In any of the search screens or search result lists you have a link available to you to download MAUDE data.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clicking on this link leads you to a page where a description of the data and how to access it is found. This data isn’t meant for a quick search, but rather in depth analysis which would use database applications to allow for complex analysis.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lower on this page you will find a list of the available files which you would download and upload into a database application. Like the web based search, this data is only updated once a month (usually on the 6th of every month). You can see that there are a lot of tables each housing very distinct pieces of information. Contained in these files are those 3 numbers found in each report (Device Event Key, MDR Report Key, and Event Key) that are used to link all these tables together to see a full picture of an adverse event or product problem.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example taken of the file found in mdrfoi.zip. Notice that there isn’t a header to describe what each column is. That’s were the rest of the download page comes in.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just below the list of downloadable files, you can see that each field in each available file is described, and when necessary what the values found in the data stand for. From this information, the downloadable files, and a database application, a user can have the ability to view the data in unique ways to acquire statistics or view reports on whatever interests the user.
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In SummaryIn Summary

MAUDEMAUDE
Where recent and future information resides.Where recent and future information resides.
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfhttp://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cf
docs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfmdocs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfmAdvancedAdvanced
Both web search and downloadable files available.Both web search and downloadable files available.

MDRMDR
Where old report information resides.Where old report information resides.
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfhttp://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cf
MDR/Search.cfmMDR/Search.cfm
Web search only.Web search only.

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfmAdvanced
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfmAdvanced
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMAUDE/TextSearch.cfmAdvanced
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMDR/Search.cfm
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfMDR/Search.cfm
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